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Stack King Update and Free
Published on 12/14/11
Appy's arcade game, Stack King, has been made free and updated for all iOS devices. Stack
King's update provides a new level which users create with their own images and photos, an
improved scoring system and a Korean localization to an already fun stacking game where
players test their hand-eye coordination as stacks wiz horizontally from side to side.
Stack King requires focus and precise timing as players attempt to line up stacks in order
to build a tower.
South Paris, Maine - Appy's arcade game, Stack King, has been made free and updated for
all iOS devices. Stack King's update provides a new level which users create with their
own images and photos, an improved scoring system and a Korean localization to an already
fun stacking game where players test their hand-eye coordination as stacks wiz
horizontally from side to side.
New Features:
* Create your own level with your own images.
* Unlock levels with friend codes.
* Completely revamped scoring system.
* Unlock levels through in-app purchasing.
* Gold unlocks next normal level instead of silver.
* Korean Localization
Stack King requires focus and precise timing as players attempt to line up stacks in order
to build a tower through five stages in five unique environments. It offers a multiplayer
game mode where friends or random competitors over game center can battle head-to-head.
Players can use various, game changing powers to sabotage their opponent's stack. Speed,
precision, and well-timed offensive tactics will propel you to the top. Rack up as many
points as possible to earn achievements and ultimately a spot on the leader board.
"When we set out to create our first game we wanted to create something simple to get our
feet wet. We came up with a simple and fun game mechanic and started to make a game
around
it. What we found was, in order to make something we could truly be proud of, we had to
dive in and create the best game with that mechanic that we could. We ended up taking our
simple and fun mechanic and wrapped it in exciting and diverse environments, Game Center
Achievements and Leaderboards and online multiplayer. The result is Stack King; a simple
and fun game that is easy to learn but takes time to master and is full of that 'one more
time' addictiveness that keeps me coming back to gaming."
-Matthew Crandall, Creator of Stack King
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad
* Requires iOS 4.2 or later
* 37.9 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Stack King 1.1.1 is free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the
Games category.
Appy:
http://appyinc.com/
Stack King 1.1.1:
http://appyinc.com/stackking/
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Download from iTunes:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/stack-king/id439558477
YouTube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TZI8AUVbFfM
Screenshot:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/114/Purple/1b/2b/64/mzl.zgwchjoc.320x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/117/Purple/eb/4b/82/mzl.anaogzin.175x175-75.jpg

Appy is an up-and-coming software company located in South Paris, Maine. We are currently
focused on developing beautiful, high quality iPhone, iPod touch and iPad applications.
Appy aims to take iOS gaming to the next level with innovative, graphically rich games. We
plan on using original ideas and inventive design to develop unique and creative games for
you to play on your iOS device. Copyright (C) 2011 Appy. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries.
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